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FOREWORD 
This document, final report on Low Cost Ablative Heat Shields 
for Space Shuttles, is a contractual requirement of the program 
performed for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration at 
Langley Research Center under Contract NASI-9944. The program was 
conducted by the Production Engineering and Product Development 
Group for the Missile Insulation and Plastic Department, of the 
Aerospace and Defense Products Division of The B.F.Goodrich Company, 
Akron, Ohio, between May and December, 1970. 
Mr. C. M. Pittman of the Materials Division, Langley Research 
Center, Hampton, Virginia, was the technical representative for the 
project. 
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ABSTRACT 
Two ablative material compositions were used to fabricate two 
flat and two curved two-foot by four-foot by two-inch thick low density 
ablative panels. 
The panels consist of a non-metallic honeycomb reinforcement matrix, 
bonded to a non-metallic face sheet attachment surface, and filled with 
ablator material. 
Several unique techniques and processes were used in the program, 
these include hydraulic press and high pressure autoclave "Cookie CutBg 
loading, controlled thickness sequence loading under vacuum bag--Atmas- 
pheric pressure by use of a flexible barrier curtain, and high pressure 
autoclave final loading and curing to net panel size. 
Cost estimates are included for production lots of 1, 10 and 100 
panels in various shapes and sizes. 
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FINAL REPORT ON LOW COST ABLATIVE 
HEAT SHIELDS FOR SPACE SHUTTLES 
By Production Engineering and 
Product Development Department, Missile 
Insulation and Plastics Group, 
Aerospace and Defense Products 
A Division of The B.F.Goodrich Company 
SUMMARY 
The major objectives of the program were two-fold: 
1. To develop low cost methods of producing elastomer-Microballc~on 
ablative material heat shields for space shuttle use; then produce 
and deliver two flat and two curved ablative heat shields, two 
feet by four feet by two inches thick, of the following ablative 
material compositions: 
(a) 20 percent elastomer, 80 percent Microballoons 
(b) 67 percent elastomer, 33 percent Microballoons 
2. To establish realistic cost estimating data on optimum developed 
processes and techniques for ship set production quantities of 
various shapes and sizes of ablative shields. 
Program schedule was originally planned as (1) Material and 
Fabrication Development to be followed by (2) Production of contractual 
requirements in two foot by four foot by two inch ablative shieldrs, 
This schedule was revised and Material Development and Reproducibility 
testing continued throughout the entire p'rogram. 
The ablation shield composite density requirements were met in 
both the 13 to 17 lb/ft3 20 percent elastomer, 80 percent MierobaPPoon 
and the 25 to 30 lb/ft3, ' 6 7  percent elastomer, 33 percent Microballoon 
ablative filler compositions. 
INTKODUCTION 
The era of the space shuttle as a reusable logistic vehicle has 
created a requirement for ablative heat shield material with reliable 
shield efficiency, combined with low replacement cost, for economic 
feasibility of flight vehicle reuse. 
The objective of this project, is the development of processes 
and equipment for production of four prototype low density ablation 
shield test panels. These processes and equipment are to be applicable 
to ultimate low cost, large scale production of ablation heat shields 
using an elastomeric system composed of liquid silicone resin and 
phenolic Microballoons as a filler for non-metallic honeycomb. 
A thin non-metallic face sheet, bonded to the honeycomb provides 
an attachment base for assembly to the surface areas of the shuttlle 
vehicle requiring aerodynamic heating insulation. 
An efficient ablation heat shield with a high reliability factor 
produced with this elastomer system must be manufactured under control- 
led processes designed to adequately prepare the silicone resin and 
Microballoon mix for a consistant and reproducible cure and cured density 
after loading into the honeycomb reinforcement. The handling and Loading 
processes of the elastomeric mix must also present a controllable and 
reproducible method, insuring minimal variations in panel density over 
the total panel area, while being applicable to either flat or coiqtoured 
panel shapes. 
Another project objective is to establish cost data necessary 
to furnish realistic cost estimates for the large quantities of both 
flat and contoured ablation shield panel material required for each space 
shuttle orbiter flight. 
PROGRAM APPROACH 
The major technical effort on the program was directed at the 
development of optimum material mixing, loading, and curing techniques 
compatable to the current ablative shield requirements, and capable of 
downstream scale up to the larger and more complex ablative shield 
shape requirements of the Space Shuttle Orbiter Flight Program. 
The development and refinement of processes and techniques was 
accomplished in a sub-scale test panel production effort as the initial 
phase of program activity. 
During the development panel production effort, several process 
changes, influenced by faulty or degraded component material preventing 
reproducibility of processes, required time consuming duplication of 
subscale test panel production and testing. 
At the conclusion of the test panel effort, the final revised 
and optimized processes and techniques were then applied to the prod- 
uction of the deliverable ablation material panels and plugs. 
DEVELOPMENT 
A program for development production of sub-scale 12-inch x 112-inch 
x 1% and 2-inch test panels was established as the basis for evaluation 
of all phases of elastomeric filler preparation processes, panel fab- 
rication techniques and final cure cycles. 
The sub-scale test panels also furnished sample material for 
physical test data study to establish optimum processes required for final 
panel production and cost data relating to those processes. 
Early development work on the 12 x 12 sub-scale panels indicated 
process and technique problems in the areas of mixing, resin distributie,n, 
primer wetting, loading techniques, and compaction processes for panel 
reproducibility and minimal local area density variance after cure. 
These problem areas were resolved by additional process development 
and 12 x 12 development panel production and evaluation. 
A major contributor to non-reproducibility of fabrication processes 
was found to be the primer used on the honeycomb matrix prior to loading 
and the ~icroballoon filler prior to resin mixing. Deleting the primer 
from the Microballoon preparation prlor to elastomer-Microballoon mixing 
and substitution of a solvent extended Sylgard 182 resin prime coat for 
the honeycomb matrix prior to loading has solved the reproducility problem 
and has not degraded finished panel material physical properties. 
This change is attraetive,cost-wise by reduction of ablation 
material primer, mixing, and drying costs. 
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TESTING 
A.  Raw Materials 
All materials used in preparing ablative insulation were tested 
upon receipt to verify conformance with manufacturers' specifications, 
Tests were those applicable to the specific material. 
1. Face Sheet 
Supplier: U.S. Polymeric Inc. 
Designation: EC-201 - Fiberglass prepreg. 
Description: 50" Volan A treated style 181 glass fabric 
impregnated with phenolic resin. 
Procedure 
% Resin FTMS406-7061 , 
Supplier Data 
34.3% 
3 hrs. @ 1200"~ 
% Volatiles 20 min. @ 325OF 5.8 
% Flow 15 psi - 325O~ 16.5 
2. Microballoons 
Supplier: Union Carbide Corporation 
Designat ion : BJO - 09 30 
Description: Hollow phenolic resin spheres. 
Procedure 
Density 
Particle size 
Micro- 
Moisture Content 
2 hrs. @ 220'~ 
B.F.G. 
-. 
34 * 7% 
Supplier Data - B.F.G. 
.21- 25 gm/cc 47 
52 gm/500 cc 
0.2% on 40 mesh 0 
4.8- 122 microns 
Avg. 51.7 microns 
Broken 7.2% 
4.0 max. 
A. Raw Materials (Cont'd) 
3. Resin 
Supplier : Dow Corning 
Designation: Sylgard 182 
Description: Colorless silicone resin plus catalyst. 
Procedure Supplier D l a  B . F . G .  
Specific Gravity ASTM-D- 297 1.05 _+ 0,03 1.04 
Viscosity Brookfield Viscometer 4000 - 6500 4350 
RVF #2 Spindle @ 2 RPM. 
Cure using 10% catalyst - 4 hr. 
@ 250'~ 
Durometer ASTM-D- 2240 35 40 
Ultimate tensile ASTM-D-412 800 723 
Ultimate elongation ASTM-D-412 100 90 
Pot life @ room temperature 8 hrs. 
FTMS 406 - Method 1021 
4. Primer 
Supplier: Dow Corning 
Designation: XZ- 8 - 5066 
Description: Water White Liquid 
Procedure Supplier Data 
% Solids 16 hr. @ 1 5 0 ' ~  10% 
Specific Gravity FTMS l4Pa 0.97 
Method 4183 
Viscosity Centistokes 3 
Infrared trace 
5. Adhesive 
Supplier: B.F.GoodricR Company 
Designation: PPastilok 729 
Description: Flexible structural bonding adhesive 
Attached 
Procedure B.,F.G. 
Weight .03 1 b / f t 2  
Work life at room temperature 15 days 
Tack life at room temperature 5 days 
Storage temperature OOF 
Cure cycle 35 min. rise + 60 min. @ 35Q°F under 15-45 psi 



Physical Test Data - Plastilock 729 - .085 lbs. sq. ft./supported 
1. Metal to metal lap shear stren~th. 2024 T-81 aluminum - .064" thick. 
Test Temperature 
- 67:~ 
75 F 
Typical Average Values 
Primed No prime 
2639 psi 2869 
3160 29 24 
48 27 4550 
3709 3424 
3257 29 29 
2773 
2056 
1006 
Ffatwise tension. 2024 T-81 facings. 5052 aluminum core - one-eighth 
inch size - non-perforated. 
Typical Average Values 
Test Temperature No prime 
- 67OF 1410 psi 
7 5OF 1415 psi 
225'~ 1205 psi 
35o0F 960 psi 
3 8 0 ~ ~  950 psi 
3. Sandwich p d  - 2024 T-3 .020" 
core - l/4IP cell size. 
Test Temperature 
- 6 7 U ~  
7 5°F 
225OF 
350:~ 
380 F 
gauge aluminum skins. 5052 allurninurn 
Typical Average Values 
No prime 
29 in.lbs./Yt 
37 in. lbs. /3'" 
40 in.lbs./Yt 
33 in. lbs. /3" 
36 in. lbs. /3'" 
4. 90O Peel. .,020" gauge, 2024 T- 3 aluminum bonded to .064" "gauge 
2024 T-3 backing - 1" wide strips. 
Typical Average Values 
Test Temperature No prfme 
- 67OF 13 lbs./in. 
R.T. 17 lbs./in. 
225O~ 22 lbs./in. 
350OF 23 lbs./in. 
380OF 24 lbs./in. 
5. Short Beam. 3" x 8" beam flexure. 2024 T-81, .064" skins, 5052 core 
+l/8"cell size, 1/2'"igh. 
Typical Average Values 
Test Temperature 
- 67OF 
R,T. 
2250F 
3 5 0 ~ ~  
380°F 
No prime 
2662 Ibs. 
2665 Ibs. 
2550 lbs. 
2300 lbs. 
2076 lbs. 
A. Raw Materials (Cont'dd) 
6. Honeycomb 
Supplier: Aexcel Corporation 
Designation: HRP - 3/8 GF12-2.6 to meet Mil C 8073 A 
Description: Glass fabric impregnated with heat resistant 
phenolic resin. 
Compressive stress ASTM-D-695 - 160 psi 
1" x 1" x 2"specimens tested at .05 in/min. 
7. Calking Compound 
Supplier: Schnee-Morehead 
Designation: # 5120-C 
Description: 3/8" x 3/16" Cream colored coil. 
No Tests. 
8. Cure Blanket 
a. Supplier: E.H. duPont 
Designation: Tedlar - 3 mil. 
Description: 50'' wide clear plastic sheet. 
No Tests. 
b. Supplier: B,F.Goodrich Company 
Designation: 60923 65060 
Description: .l00" thick butyl .030" thick Neoprene 
No Tests, 
9. Solvent 
Supplier : Phillips Petroleum Company 
Designation: Hexane, normal 
Description: Water white liquid. 
0 Boiling range initial 57 C - final 73OC 
B. RESIN MICROBALLOON MIXES 
Preliminary testing of resin-Microballoon mixes was carried out 
to evaluate mixing methods, primers and solvent effects. Two 
tests were used for evaluation. Density was tested per ASTM-D-1622, 
Compressive stress was tested per ASTM-D-695 using 1" x 1" x 
cubes tested at .05 inches/minutes. 
Ten (10) percent resin - 90 percent Microballoons. 
Compressive Stress 
Transversal Longitudinal Dens i t y 
156 psi 177 psi 10.2 lb/f t 3 
E 56 165 10.0 
165 223 11.0 
145 159 9.8 
200 
-
- 174 - 10.2 
164 average 180 psi 10.2 
MIXING AND PRIMER EVALUATION 
Drum Tumbling 
Mixing was accomplished by adding ten percent by weight of catalized 
resin to 90 percent by weight of primed Microballoons and tumbling in 
a drum for 2 hours. 
The mix was cast into blocks and cured 16 hours at 250'~ under a 
vacuum of 25-29 inches of mercury. 
This series of samples contained no solvent; therefore, most of 
the resin ended up coating the drum. Longer tumbling times may have 
improved the resin dispersion, but pot life limitations made the use of 
this method impractical for large panels. 
Primers evaluated were Dow Corning Sylgard Primer, 92-019, aind 
XZ-8-5066. The first two primers differ primarily in that 92-019 
contains a fluorescent dye for color identification. This similarity is 
evident from the infrared traces, Figures 8 and 9, which contain identical 
peaks. Both primers contain 5 percent solids. The only sample which 
held together was the sample using XZ-8-5066 primer on the Microballoons, 
The XZ-8-5066 primer is an epoxy derivative of a silicone as show0 by 
the infrared trace, Figure 7. The definite peaks in the trace at 6.3 
microns, 8.0 microns, 9.6 microns, 10.9 microns, and 12.1 microns 
characterize an epoxy type material. The braad band between 9 and 10 
microns characterizes a silicone base material. The sample using XZ-8- 
5066 primed Microballoons had a density of 8.95 lb/ft3 and a compressive 
strength of 35 psi. 
Air Stirrer 
A laboratory air stirrer was used to mix primed Microballoons with 
catalized resin diluted with hexane. This method accomplished the neces- 
sary mixing in 10 minutes, but the solvent had to be removed befotre the 
samples were cured. Air drying was used to remove the hexane. Sample8 
were spread on a table 1/2" thick and allowed to dry at room termp~erature, 
The dried mix was loaded into test blocks and cured 16 hours @ 
2 5 0 ~ ~  under a vacuum of 25-29 inches of mercury. 
The XZ-8-5066 primer again proved superior to the other two primers 
yielding samples of 10.3 lb/ft3 density with compressive strength 
values as high as 176 psi when it was used with 100 percent primer and 
200 percent hexane. These percentages are based upon the weight of 
Mieroballoons. 
A series of samples w a s  mixed a t  t h e  67 percent  c a t a l i z e d  r e s i n  - 
33 percent  primed Microballoon r a t i o  u s ing  a n a i r  s t i r r e r  and s t i ~ r r i n g  
5 minutes.  This  series proved t h a t  hexane w a s  no t  r equ i r ed  t o  produce 
t h i s  mix. Dens i ty  ranged from 25.3 t o  27.2 l b / f t 3  and compressive 
stress v a r i e d  from 400 p s i  t o  700 p s i  based on primer v a r i a t i o n s .  
A l l  samples i n  t h i s  series used XZ-8-5066. 
TEST DATA 
DRUM TUMBLED SAMPLES 10% RESIN 
MICROBALLOONS 
PRIMED % % COMPRESSIVE 
SAMPLE WITH PRIMER HEXANE DENSITY STRESS 
A- 1 92-019 100 
A- 2 92-019 150 
B- 1 XZ-8- 5066 50 
C -  1 Sylgard 100 
C -  2 Sylgard 150 
9.07 
10.02 
8.95 36 p s i  
9 .85 
10.18 
A I R  STIRRER 10% RESIN 
XZ- 8- 5066 
XZ- 8- 5066 
XZ- 8- 5066 
XZ- 8- 5066 
XZ- 8- 5066 
92-019 
92-019 
XZ- 8- 5066 
Sy lgard  
Sylgard 
20% Resin 
XZ- 8- 5066 
*Primer baked 1 hour @ 7o0c before  r e s i n  a d d i t i o n  
TEST PANELS 
All usable test panels were evaluated for density, compressive 
stress, and shear strength. 
Density was tested per ASTM D 1622. Samples were cut from the 
12" x 12'' panel, weighed and measured. 
Compressive stress was measured by AS'TM Method D 695 using 1" x 
1" samples. Other compressive stress tests were obtained by pressing 
a 1" x 1" aluminum block into a 2" x 2" sample. This latter 
method was used when filler was lost from the edges of samples 
during machining. 
The test equipment is shown in Figure 17. The compressive stress 
test was used to compare the strength of the filled honeycomb with 
the strength of the same honeycomb as received and to evaluate the 
relative quality of the test samples. All samples were tested in 
the T direction--the thickness of the honeycomb. Sample S-8 was 
also tested in the L-longitudinal and W-width directions. ALL 
samples showed improved strength over the original 160 psi obtained 
on unfilled honeycomb in the T direction. This improvement of 
from 162 percent to 415 percent is due to the stiffening effect 
of the filler and is an additional indicator that properly compacted 
and cured material has been produced, or can be produced from the 
sampled mix of material. 
Shear strength was measured by the plate shear method of Mil S t d  @ l a  
Samples were reduced in width to one-inch to accomodate the 200 
pound maximum load capacity of the TM Instron tester. This test 
is shown in Figure 19. Tested samples are shown in Figure 2 0 ,  
Filled honeycomb samples were bonded to the metal shear plates 
using Hysol 907 quick setting adhesive. 
The shear test samples all failed at the adhesive-honeycomb interface. 
This test again demonstrates the stiffening effect of loading the 
honeycomb. The failures at the interface show that the filling 
in the samples is cured and bonded to the honeycomb. Uncured 
filling or unbonded material yeiEds a 45 degree angle break in 
the honeycomb due to buckling. 
MIXING FOR LOW DENSITY 12-INCH BY 12-INCH by 2-INCH TEST PANEILS 
Dow Corning primers 92-019, XZ-8-5066, and Sylgard primer were 
evaluated at a concentration of 100% and 150% using 90% ~icroballosn- 
10% resin systems. The mixing was performed as follows: 
1. Microballoons placed in glass tube and primer passed through 
Microballoons with the aid of a vacuum. 
2. Samples removed from tubes and dried for 30 minutes at room 
temperature. 
3 .  Primed Microballoons placed in quart can with 10% resin added 
over the Microballoons. 
4. Can was sealed and placed on roller mill for two hours. 
The use of a roller mill proved to be inadequate for resin dlispersian, 
The rolling action caused the resin to coat the sides of the container. 
Dilution of the resin with 200% Hexane showed no noticable improvement 
in dispersion. 
Proper resin dispersion was accomplished by placing the primed 
Microballoons in a stainless-steel beaker, adding the resin diluted 
with 200% Hexane, and mixing system with an air stirrer. 
A one-cubic inch sample was made from each mix and cured 16 hours 
at 250°F. The samples were then tested for compressive strength, The 
use of Dow Corning primer XZ-8-5066 at a concentration of 100% provided 
the best compressive strength sample. 
Since material requirements were much greater for 12" x l2lB test 
panels compared to the one-cubic inch samples, a one gallon capat-ity 
Ross Mixer was used for 12" x 12" panels. 
The dilution of the resin was cut from 200% to 100% Hexane. 
Four ( 4 )  individual mixes were made to provide the quantity of 
material necessary for one 12" x 12'' panel with optimum density of 
15 1bs. /ft3. 
The first six 12" x 12" test panels that were made were 90% 
Microballoon - 10% resin composition. 
The mixing procedure was as follows: 
1. One-hundred and seventy grams of BJO-0930 Microballoons 
placed in mixer with 170 grams of Dow Corning XZ-8-5066 
primer poured over Microballoons. 
2. Mixed for ten minutes. 
3. Removed from mixer, spread out to 1/2" thick layer and 
dried for three (3) hours at room temperature. 
4. Nineteen grams of resin (containing 10% catalyst) were 
diluted with 170 grams of Hexane. Mixed five minutes 
by hand. 
5. Primed Microballoons placed in mixer with diluted resin 
added over Microballoons. (Ref. Figure 11) 
6. Mixed for 15 minutes. 
7. The contents were removed from the mixer, spread out to 
1/2" thick layer, and dried one hour at room temperature, 
8. The above procedure was repeated three additional times. 
9. Mixing was done the same day that the panels were fabri- 
cated and cured. The four batches were combined and 
loaded into the honeycomb. 
The remaining low density 12" x 12" test panels that were 
mixed were 80% Microballoons - 20% resin combination. The first 
80% Microballoon - 20% resin 12" x 12" panel that was dried shotred 
a loss of 5% below the initial calculated weight. This loss in 
weight was due to additional volatiles lost during cure. An increase 
of 5% in Microballoons and resin solve this problem. 
Various methods were tried to reduce the drying time for the 
primer and resin, such as under vacuum, but the method which yielded 
the best panel still remained room temperature drying ( 2  hours 
minimum for primer and one hour for resin). 
MIXING FOR HIGH DENSITY 12 12 INCH BY 2 INCH TEST PAMELS 
A one-gallon capacity Ross Mixer was used for the mixing of 
high density test panel material. Two high density test panels 
were made. The mixing procedure for each is as follows: 
Hiah Density Test Panel No. HD-1 
I. One-hundred and eighty grams of BJO-0930 Microballoons 
were placed in mixer with 170 grams of Dow Corning 
XZ-8-5066 primer poured over the Microballoons. 
2. Mixed for 10 minutes. 
3. Contents removed from mixer, spread out to 1/2" thick layer, 
and dried for two hours at room temperature. 
4 .  Three-hundred and sixty-five grams of resin (10% catalyst) 
were diluted with 170 grams of Hexane and hand stirred for 
five minutes. 
5. Primed Microballoons placed in mixer with diluted resin 
added over Microballoons. (Ref. Figure 11) 
6. Mixed for 15 minutes. 
7. The contents were removed from mixer, spread out to 112"" 
thick layer and dried one hour at room temperature. 
8. The above procedure was repeated three additional times in 
order to obtain the quantity of material needed for a 
12" x 12" test panel. 
9 .  Material was placed in polyethylene bag and refrigerated 
at -4OF until needed. 
Hinh Density Test Panel No. HD-2 
The only variation between this mix and the first mix was that 
the use of Hexane to disperse the resin was deleted. Acceptable 
resin dispersion was obtained without the use of Hexane. 

FIGURE 11 
Ross Mixer, I Gallon Capacity 




DEVELOPSlENT WORK : 
12 INCH S 12 INCH X 2 INCH TEST PANELS 
Initial Test Panel Loading, Using Vacuum Pressure Only 
Channel Iron - n 
Loading & Cure 
Form 
(Ref. Fig. 2 and 12) 
Metal Piston Plate 
Metal Form ELASTOMERIC FILLER 
Plate 
( 1 )  Filled and doctor bar leveled resin-Microballoon filler, lightly compacted 
in cure form, under weigh t  and p i s t o n  plate. 
J--- Fiberglass face Sheet 
u 
Metal Form 
Plates 
ONEYCOMB-SKIN ASS ' Y 
(2) Piston plate removed and primed honeycomb with bonded face plate placed 
on top of lightly compacted filler material in cure form with t o p  plate 
in place. 
( 3 )  Cure form inverted, placing leveled and lightly compacted filler ow 
top of honeycomb. 
Vacuum Exhaust 
Nozzle 
( 4 )  Loading Cover plate removed, piston plate in place over filler material, 
vacuum bag and exhaust nozzle installed. Ready for application of 
vacuum pressure at 2 5 -  28" . 
Atmospheric Pressure 
dnly does not 
completely load filler 
into honeycomb, 
( 5 )  Application of 25"- 28" vacuum permits atmospheric pressure to force 
piston plate down, forcing resin blieroballoon load into primed 
honeycomb. 
(6) Unit as is in item ( 5 )  above then cured, under full vacuum, for 
16 hours at 250°~. 
Hydraulic Press Loadinv Development Work 
(1) Loaded and Doctor bar leveled resin-Microballoon mix. 
I PRESS PRESSURE I 
( 2 )  Compacted resin-Microballoon mix. 
( 3 )  Primed honeycomb in place over partially compacted resin-Microballoon 
mix. 
( 3 A )  Loaded form may be inverted. 
( 4 )  Primed honeycomb pressed into leveled and compacted resin-Microballoon 
mix. Performed in hydraulic press at 160 to 175 psi, from either 
( 3 )  or ( 3 A )  above configuration. 
( 5 )  Vacuum bagged and cured. Full line vacuum - -  25-28" applied t o  
part during cure. (Ref. Fig. 15 and 16) 
NASA PANEL LOADING DEVELOPPIENT 
Final loading method, applicable to flat and curved panels: 
This method provides the capability of handling large volume loading by 
permitting partial loading of primed honeycomb in controlled density 
sequential layer filling, using a portion of the total load in each loading 
I 
-Tef lon Coated 
Extension Direction of 
Barrier Curtain 
Withdrawal. 
The loading and curing form, with primed honeycomb resting on bottom 
form plate. teflon-fiberglass barrier curtain in place, and partial res in-  
Microballoon load spread and doctor bar leveled in place on top of barrier 
curtain. A metal piston plate then covers the spread and leveled filler 
material. 
Approximately 25% of complete load used per sequence. 
Wood Form 
Loading 
Extension 
-7 ,-- Tef Ion Coated 
Direction o 
barrier cur ta  
withdrawal 
Teflon-fiberglass barrier curtain shown partially withdrawn, piston 
plate slightiy compressing and holding filler material in place during 
complete curtain withdrawal, and prior to installation of thin rubber 
vacuum bag. Vacuum exhaust applied to bagged sealed assembly causing piston 
.plate to force partial filler load into honeycomb. 
-Vacuum Bag 
After fourth loadink operaticm, (*Note vacuum pressure will not force 
last portion of total load completely into honeycomb) metal piston plate 
is removed and vacuum bag replaced directly over resin-Microballoon load. 
The bagged cure form and pmel assembly is then placed into an autoclave, 
vacuum lines attached, vacuum applied, and the autnclave pressurized to 
150-160 psi, and held at 150-160 psi for five ( 5 )  minutes, pressure is then 
released by bloving down the autoclave. This completes the filling operation 
to the top surface of the honeycomb reinforcement. 
The bagged cure for - panel assembly is then removed and the top 
surface of the honeycomb-filler panel is examined for any low spots, (i.e. 
indented cell top surface) low spots indicating low density cell core 
filling. 
Any low core areas noted are filled by scrapping off any high spots 
noted (or slight arcount of additional fi.ller added). 
Metal 
Piston Plate acuuim 
Cure Bag 
berg lass 
' leeder 
The metal piston plate is replaced over a fine weave fiberglass bleeder 
cloth covering the honeycomb panel, elastomeric cure bag applied, and part 
placed in autoclave, vacuum line attached, vacuum applied and autoclave 
pressurized to 150-160 psi and held for five (5) minutes, then blown down to 
50 2 5 psi and held at 50 _+ 5 psi for entire cure cycle. 
The cure cycles established by 12" x 12" development panel cure 
evaluation are as follows: 
A - Low Density Elastomeric Filler 
0 16 Hrs. @ 250 F, 25- 28" Vacuum and 
50 psi Autoclave pressure. 
£3 - High Density Elastomeric Filler 
24 Hrs. @ 180 OF, 25- 28" Vacuum and 
50 psi Autoclave pressure. 
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ELAST- 12" x 12" 
OMER PANEL 
PANEL MIX FABRICATION PROCESS COMMENTS ; PItTMINC , OVERALL 
NO. RATIO LOADING, AND CURE VARIABLES 
-- 
PANEL EVALUATION, COMMENTS DENS I TY 
S-4 10/90 placed on top of the elastomer mix load. The 3. HC filling was good to face sheet. 
assembly then placed in a hydraulic press for 
"Cookie Cut" entry of the HC into the 4. Good cure and adhesion 
elastomer mix. Vacuum bag pressure cure. - 
S-5 10/90 Elastomer priming and mixing reduced from 4 1. HC filled to top of face sheet. 
to 3 batches for load requirements. HC 
face sheet assembly "Cookie Cut" into leveled 2. Slight top surface spring back 14.1 
load mix @ 150 psi in hydraulic press, same of elastomer mix fill noted. lbs/f t3 
as S-4 vacuum bag cure. 
3. Good elastomer mix cure and 
adhesion. 
S-6 10/90 Elastomer mix preform test, same mix prim- 1, Preformed elastomer mix load could 
ing and mixing procedure as S-5. Mix load not be handled as a briquet after 
placed in loading and cure form, then partial cure. 
compressed to cure height @ 150 psi, pres- 
sure released and load vacuum bagged and 2 .  Surface cracks noted after partial 
cured under 25/28" vac. for 3% hrs. @ 250°F. cure did not knit during final cure. - - -  
After cooldown the preformed load showed 
some surface cracking due to shrinkage. HC- 3 .  Force required to enter HC into 
face skin assembly then "Cookie Cutt' into partial cured preform crushed HC re- 
preformed load, part bagged and vacuum sulting in only partial entry of HC 
cured for 16 hours @ 250° F. into preform. 
S-7 20/80 Resin-Microballoon mix ratio revised to 20 1. Slight load spring back noted on 
percent resin, 80 percent Microballoons panel top surface after loading. 15.62 
elastomer mix - 3 batch process, same lbs/ft3 
priming and mixing as S-5 except for mix 2. Approx. 1/16" material not entered 
ratio. Loading procedure-hydraulic press, into H.C. after vacuum cure, sanded 
150 psi "Cookie Cut" into total load. 25 to off with good finish. 
28" vacuum pressure, bag cure  16 h r s .  @ 250%. 
3 .  Cells well filled to t o p  of face  sheet. 
4 .  Good Cure anel adhesion, 
ELAST- 12" x 12" 
OMER PANEL 
PANEL MIX FABRICATION PROCESS COMMENTS; PRIMING, OVERALL 
NO. RATIO LOADING, AND CURE VARIABLES PANEL EVALUATION, COMMENTS DENS I TY 
NOTE: Test panels S-1 through S-7 inclusive 
were produced using 1% inch thick nylon- 
phenolic honeycomb, on hand prior to delivery 
of the Hexcel HRP - 3/8-GF12 - 2.6 x 2.0" 
material ordered for the propram. - 
S-8 20/80 Reproducibility check on fabrication processes 1. 1/8" of "Spring back" cured 
used for S-7, with 2" fiberglass honeycomb elastomer noted on top of panel 
matri~~elastomer mix, 3 batch process same as after cure. 15.25 
S-7. Cure form filled with 50 percent of lb/f t3 
total load, leveled and HC-face skin assembly 2. Vacuum pressure - 25 to 28", 
"Cookie Cut" into elastomer mix @ 150 psi appears to be inadequate to 
press pressure against stops. Partial filled restrain the elastomer filler in 
panel removed, remaining half of load placed required volume-compression 
into form and process repeated. Panel during panel cure. 
assembly bagged and vacuum cured 16 hrs. @ 2 5 0 ~ ~ .  
3. Sectioned panel shows good fill- 
ing to top of face sheet with 
some indication of lower density 
fill at top of face sheet. 
4. Elastomer n?ix..rure and adhesion 
to HC matrix - -  good. 
S-9 20/80 Autoclave loading and cure based on fabri- 1. Faulty autoclave pressure 
cation of S-8, with the following process controller caused slow rise to 
variations: 150 psi for this cure. 
I .  I n i t i a l  50% of e l a s t o m e r  mix Load f o r c e d  2 ,  Panel shows top (open c e l l )  s u r f a c e  
i n t o  Be-face s k i n  assembly by hand p r e s s u r e  c r a c k s ,  i n d i c a t i n g  e i t h e r  i n s u f -  
f i c i e n t  c u r e  a t  SO p s i ,  p e r m i t t i n g  
2, Remaining $0 percent  of filler placed i n t o  filler s p r i n g  back and cracking 
loading and s u r e  form, leveled and the  dur ing  vacuum p r e s s u r e  o n l y  - oven 
h a l f  filled HC-face s k i n  assembly placed  f i n a l  cure, or partial resin cure 
(continuedl p r i o r  to t o t a l  compaction due t o  
ELAST- 12" x 12" 
OMER PANEL 
PANEL MIX FABRICATION PROCESS COMMENTS ; PRIMING, OVERALL 
S ITY 
S-9 20/80 on top. slow pressure rise. - - -  
3. Metal piston plate placed over top of 3. Filling of matrix appears good; 
face skin, then total assembly vacuum sure quest ionable. 
bagged for cure. 
4. Vacuum bagged part placed In autoclave, 
25-28" vacuum applied to bagged part. 
Autoclave pressurized to 150/160 psi 
and pressure to be held for one minute 
then reduced to 50 psi. 
0 
5. Panel cured one hour @ 250 F, full 
vacuum, 50 psi pressure, dry air cure, 
then cooled down @ 30°/hour to 190'~. 
6. Autoclave pressure removed, part re- 
moved from autoclave and circulating 
dry air oven cured under 25-28" vacuum d for 12 hours @ 250 F. Cooldown @ 
30°/hour to 10o0F. 
S-10 20/80 Autoclave cure cycle and pressure cure test 1. Panel shows severe cracking, due to 
for elastomer mix. No honeycomb-face sheet excessive shrinkage without matrix No 
assembly used. l50/160 psi forming pres- support . Matrix, 
sure held for five minutes, then reduced Not 
to 50 psi and held for: 2. Cure - Fair. Checked 
0 S t e p  Cure cycle  - l hour @ 150 F 3 .  Suspect poss ib l e  cond i t ion  o f  excess 
1  hour @ 175:~ va la t i les  i n  elastomer mix at  time 
1. hour @ 212 F of loading, 
4 ,  Due to cracks, e t c , ,  f i n a l  cure 
---- --- 
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OMER PANEL 
PANEL MIX FABRICATION PROCESS COMMENTS; PRIMING, OVERALL 
HD-1 67/33 High density mix test panel. Honeycomb only 1. Material seemed to load easier than 
no face sheet used. Elastomer load mixed 20/80 mix. 
in four equal batches using one gallon Ross 
Mixer. Mixed batches were very wet, in- 2. Good cure and adhesion to honeycomb. 32.14 
dicating solvent not necessary for resin 
dispersion curtain loading and filling method 
with final fill under autoclave pressure. 3. During cure, resin appears to have 
settled out of mix to create a porous 
HD-2 67/33 High density mix test panel. Same mix and 1. Mixing procedure not affected by 
mix procedure as HD-1 except Hexane solvent removing solvent from mix. 
deleted. 32.6 
2. Elastomer mix handled well in loading. lbs/ft 
Loading and cure same as HD-1. 
3. Cured panel appearance good, no 
evidence of excessive resin settling. 
4. Adhesion to honeycomb - good. 
5. Sectioned panel shows good filling 
- - 
to  to^ of face sheet. 
HD-3 67/33 Factory batch 30 gallon high density mix 1. Elastomer mix handled well in loading 
proof panel. process. 29.7 
lb/f t3 
Loading and cure same as HD-1. 2. Cured panel appearance - good, no 
evidence of excessive resin settling. 
ELAST- 12" x 12" 
OMER 
PANEL MIX FABRICATION PROCESS COMMENTS; PRIMING, 
PANEL 
OVERALL 
NO. RATIO LOADING, AND CURE VARIABLES PANEL EVALUATION, COMMENTS DENS ITY 
S-20 20/80 Cure check panel for 20/80-30 gallon produc- 1. Elastomer material cure - poor, 
tion batch mix. This elastomer mix cured very crumbly and putty-like. 18.1 
and checked in panel S-16 at time of batch lbs/f t3 
mixing failed to cure up in the initial 2 ft 2. No adhesion to honeycomb. 
x 4 ft x 2 inch production flat panel. 
3. Same condition cure as large 
S-21 20/80 Proof panel for elastomer mix with XZ-8- 1. Panel surface appearance - good. 
5066 primer deleted, mixed in one gallon 
Ross Mixer. Honeycomb primed with Hexane 2. Elastomer cure and adhesion - 
solvent extended Sylgard 182 resin and air good. 
dried 2 hours at room temperature. Cure 
same as P- 1. 
5-22 20/80 30 gallon factory mix proof panel. XZ-8- 1. Panel surface appearance - good. 
5066 priming of Microballoons deleted. 13.6 
Honeycomb primed with solvent extended 2. Elastomer mix cure and adhesion lbs/ft3 
Sylgard 182 resin, air dried two hours to honeycomb - good. 
curtain method step filled and loaded. 
Final fill and cure same as P-1. 
TEST PANEL S - 4  
SEGMENTED AS SHOWN 
Density of each senment 
13.80 lb/ftJ 
14.23 
14.42 
14.85 
14.21 
14.31 
14.65 
14 .44  
14.77 
14.59 
14.19 
14.92 
14.27 
TEST PANEL S -  5 
SEGMENTED AS SHOWN 
S - 5 - 1  
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12  
Average 
TEST PANEL S-8 
SEGMENTED AS SHOWN 
Middle 
15.31 
14.34 
13.72~ 
13.89 
13.90 
14.58 
14.30 
14.22 
14.75~ 
15.40~ 
14.95~ 
16.67~ 
Bottom 
(Face Sheet Removed) 
x Material was lost due to cutting. Samples are lower than if all 
material had remained in the honeycomb. 
TEST PANEL S-12 
SEGMENTED AS SHOWN 
Density of each segment 
16.00 
15.52 
16.34 
16.20 
17.05 
15.76 
16.77 
15.87 
16.55 
Discarded 
16.23 
16.21 
15.67 
1 15.70 
15.82 
TEST PANEL S - 1 5  
SEGMENTED AS SHOWN 
TEST PANEL S-18 
SEGMENTED AS SHOWN 
Density of each senmeng 
15.81 
16.38 
15.85 
15.82 
15.61 
16.10 
15.81 
16.08 
15.84 

FIGURE 17 
Ablation Material Compression Testing in Instron Unit 
1 inch x 1 inch x 2 inch and 2 inch Cube Speciments 
DEVELOtJMENT TEST PANELS 
Compressive Stress 
(Ref. Fig. 17) 
SAMPLE AREA 
S AMSLE 
- TYPE PLUNGER STRESS 
S- 3 Flat plate 1.00 
S - 4 Flat plate 1 .00 in2 
S-4 Flat plate 1.00 in2 
S- 4 1" x 1" block 4.00 
S- 5 P ' h  l19lock 4.00 
S-8-T 1" x 1" block 4.00 
S-8-E 1" x 1" block 4.00 
S-8-W I@' x 1" block 4.00 
S- 12 1" x 1" block 4.00 
S- 15 1" x 1" block 4.00 
S -  16 1" x 1' block 4.00 
S- 17 1" x 1' block 4.00 
S-21 Flat plate 1 .OO 
S- 21 Post cure 4 hr @ 3 0 0 ~ ~  1.00 
S- 22 Flat plate 1.00 
2" x 2' x 4' Curved panel 1'" 11" 4.00 
2" x 2" x 4 V u r v e d  panel flat plate 1.00 
WD- 1 1" x 1" 4.00 
WD- 2 1'l x 1" 4.00 
FIGURE 18 
Ablation Material Shear Test 
DEVELOPMENT TEST SAMPLES 
P l a t e  Shear 
(Ref .  F ig .  18 and 19) 
SAMPLE 
S-5  
s - 7 
S- 17 
S -  22 
2'' x H2" x 4' curved panel 
HD- 2 
t 
SHEAR STRESS 
70 p s i  
80 p s i  
70 p s i  
210 p s i  
100 p s i  
80 p s i  


ABLATIVE PLUGS 
Development 
Sub-scale 12 inch x 12 inch panel material was used for development 
production of ablative plugs by a lathe rough turning and grinding operation, 
Ablation material problems, particularly adhesion, with the 
original 10-90 mix, made machining difficult for production of plugs 
without ablation material separation from honeycomb or complete loss 
of a section of ablation material by actual fallout. No problems 
occurred in machining the 67-33 material plugs. A single cavity plug 
mold was designed and obtained for net size plug molding development, 
A simple tube plug cutter with 3/8" hex head centering device was 
produced to provide a symetrical single cell honeycomb matrix for the 
molded plugs. 
The single cavity mold (3L2145) cavity was loaded with a calculated 
weight of microballoon-resin mix, the mix load then compressed to 
approximately cured height by assembling the mold top-plunger into the 
cavity and hand pressure closing, then removing the mold top. l%e 
precut symetrical honeycomb matrix is then placed into the cavity, on 
top of the preformed and compacted filler material; the mold is closed 
to register "Cookie Cutting" the honeycomb matrix into the pre-compacted 
filler, and the plug cured with the standard production cure cycle, 
After cure cooldown, the plug is pressed out of the cavity using 
the cavity base plug and a pin through the knock-out hole. (Ref. Fig, 211 
This procedure successfully produced satisfactory plugs with 
excellent honeycomb matrix centering in both 10-90 and 67-33 mix 
ablation material fillers; however, due to rejection percentages of 
10-90 mix plugs for signs of or actual delamination of filler from 
honeycomb, this method was tabled for further investigation of the 
"rough core cutout-final machined plug". 
The NASA change of program scope from 10-90 to 20-80 low density 
ablation mix resulted in a material more suitable for good machining 
and this method of plug production was established for both 20-80 and 
67-33 mix plugs. 
Product ion 
Trim material from production panels or 12 x 12 development panel8 
of acceptable density and cure is rough cut to an oversize diameter 
plug using a conventional two lip hollow steel tube plug cutter, 
Production (Cont'd) 
These rough cut diameter plugs are quickly ground to specified 
diameter in a lathe equipped with a tool post grinder unit and a 
collet chuck for holding purposes. 
The 13 to 17 lb/ft3 and 25 to 30 lb/ft3 density ablation 
plugs furnished with the production panels were produced by this 
method . 
Comments 
The process of net size molding; particularly with use of 
a multiple cavity mold, offers definite cost advantage when large 
quantities of plugs are considered. Further investigatian of 
mold design for improved part release (i.e. slight cavity draft, 
teflon liner, or improved mold release agents) from a matched metal 
mold is recommended. 
MOLDED PLUGS 20180 RESIN {MICROBALLOON RATIO 
Weight 
Grams 
1 2 .91  
2 2 .92  
3 2 .92  
4 S/N-1  2.77 
5 2 . 9 4  
6 3.00 
7 S/N-2  2 .90  
8 S/N-3  2 .95  
9 S/N-4  2 .96  
18 S/N-5 3 .15  
11 S/N-6 2 .89  
1 2  2 .90  
1 3 2 , 9 3  
1 4  ( 9 0 / 1 0  mix) - - -  
1 5  2 .86  
1 6  2 .89  
Density 
1 b / f  t3 
Compressive 
Stress psi 
MOLDED PLUGS 67133 RESHNfMICROBALLOOM RATIO 

MACHINED PLUGS 
201'80 Mix 
Plug No. l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
67/33 Mix 
Plug No. 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
(Delivered with Production Panel Sets) 
Plug Density Plug Density 
~bs/f t3 20/80 Mix Lbs/ft3 - 
14.33 Plug No. 7 13.85 
14.04 8 13.96 
13.92 9 14.30 
13.84 10 13.52 
14.42 P 1 14.03 
14.25 12 13,78 
Plug Density 
Lbs/ft3 
Plug Density 
67/33 Mix Lbs/ftS - 
Plug No. 7 31.53 
8 30.92 
9 29.63 
10 32.01 
11 30.40 
12 31.44 
FACTORY MIXING FOR LOW DENSITY 2" 4' FLAT AND CURVED PANELS 
A 50 gallon capacity Pony mixer was used for the first and 
second factory mixes. The third factory mix was done in a 50 gallon 
capacity Ross Mixer. Each 50 gallon mix provided the quantity of 
material for two 2' x 4' panels and one 12" x 12" test panel. 
Mixing was as follows: 
Factorv Mix 1 
1. 28.58 pounds of BJO-0390 Microballoons was placed in mixer with 
27 pounds of Dow Corning XZ-8-5066 primer poured over the 
Microbal loons. 
2. Mixed for twenty minutes. 
3. Contentsere removed from mixer, spread out to fi" thick layer, 
and dried for two hours at room temperature. 
4 .  7.18 pounds of resin (10% catalyst) were premixed for ten 
minutes with an air stirrer. 
5. The resin was approximately divided in half, and each diluted 
with four gallons of Hexane to aid resin dispersion. Each 
mixed for 10 minutes with air stirrer and hand stirred before 
addition to Microballoons. 
6. Primed Microballoons placed in mixer with resin added over 
Microbal loons. 
7. Mixed for twenty minutes. 
8. Removed from mixer, spread out to 1/2" thick layer and dried 
for one hour at room temperature. 
9. Final mix placed in double polyethylene bags and refrigerated 
at 40'~ until fabrication of panel. 
Factorv Mix 2 
The only variations between the first and second factory mlix 
were : 
1. The primer was dried one additional hour for a total of three 
hours at room temperature to remove the volatiles. 
Factory mix 2 (Cont'd) 
2. Resin was diluted by 12 gallons of Hexane as compared to 8 
gallons in the first factory mix. 
Factory Mix 3 
1. 28.58 pounds of BJO-0930 micro balloon^ were placed in Ross Mixer, 
(NOTE: Primer and primer mixing deleted.) 
2. 7.18 pounds of resin (10% catalyst) were premixed for 10 minutes 
with an air stirrer. 
3 .  The resin was divided approximately in fourths and each diluted 
with 4 gallons of Hexane (total of 16 gallons Hexane). Each 
mixed for ten minutes with air stirrer and hand stirred before 
addition to Microballoons. 
4. Resin poured over Microballoons and mixed for twenty minutes, 
5. Because of the 16 gallons of Hexane that was used, an additional 
hour of mixing was required for rapid evaporation of solvent. 
6. Removed from mixer, spread out to 1/2" thick layer, and drfed 
for twenty minutes at room temperature. 
7 .  Finished material placed in double polyethylene bag and refriger- 
ated at 40°F until needed. 
M I X I N G  OF HIGH DENSITY MATERIAL FOR 2 '  x 4"FLAT AND CURVED PANELS 
One f a c t o r y  mix was made of  h igh  d e n s i t y  m a t e r i a l .  The use  of 
a 50 g a l l o n  Ross Mixer provided enough m a t e r i a l  f o r  two 2' x  x4" 3 panels  and one 12" x  12" test pane l ,  each wi th  a d e n s i t y  of  29 lbsBf t  . 
Mixing w a s  as fo l lows:  
1. 24.23 pounds of  r e s i n  (10% c a t a l y s t )  was d iv ided  approximately 
i n  h a l f .  Each h a l f  w a s  a i r  s t i r r e d  f o r  f i v e  minutes and ha.nd 
s t i r r e d  be fo re  a d d i t i o n  t o  mixer. 
3. One-half of t h e  t o t a l  r e s i n  w a s  v u r e d  ove r  t h e  Microbal loons,  
4. Mixed f o r  f i v e  minutes .  
5. The s i d e s  and paddles of t he  mixer were scraped t o  remove a 
r e s i n  bui ldup.  
6 .  The second h a l f  of t he  r e s i n  w a s  added t o  t h e  mixer,  
7 .  Mixed f o r  t e n  minutes .  
8. The s i d e s  and paddles  of the mixer were aga in  sc raped  t o  remove 
r e s i n  bui ldup.  
9 ,  Mixed f o r  a d d i t i o n a l  30 minutes wi th  a i r  c i r c u l a t i o n  i n  mizl:er, 
10. Contents  removed from mixer,  bagged, and r e f r i g e r a t e d  a t  4 0 " ~  
unt  i l needed. 
FmRICATION PROCEDURE 
Adhesive Bond Assembly of Fiberglass-phenolic 
Honeycomb and Fiberglass-phenolic Face Sheet 
Preparation 
1. Clean cure frame and bottom cover plate with alcohol and clean 
rag, assemble frame and plate. 
2. Spray contact surfaces with MS-122 release agent. 
3 .  Remove plastilock adhesive film from refrigerated storage, 
allow film to warm up to room temperature. 
4 .  Clean bonding surface of honeycomb and face sheet with M.E,K,, 
and clean rag. Allow to air dry at room temperature. 
Assembly 
1. Place face sheet on flat surface, with bonding face up. Apply 
size cut sheet of plastilock film to surface of face sheet, work 
out trapped air bubbles with clean rubber stitcher roller. 
2. Place face sheet into cure frame with plastilock coated surface 
UP. 
3.  Place honeycomb into cure frame, with cleaned surface on top 
of Plastilock film - face sheet buildup. Press down on top 
surface area of honeycomb, using hand pressure only. 
4 .  Place 5 mil. Mylar film sheet over top surface of honeycomb. 
5. Place 3" wide, cured rubber caul strips around top edges af 
buildup. Tape into place with masking tape. 
6. Cover vacuum exhaust port with two ply pad of 181 fiberglass 
bleeder cloth. 
7. Apply continuous strip of sealing putty around top flange sf 
cure form. Locate cured rubber cure bag over frame, seal bag 
to cure frame by hand pressure over sealing putty on flange 
area. (Ref. Fig. 131 
8 .  Clamp bag edge holding bars in place to hold down edges during 
cure. 
Cure 
-
NOTE: Flat panel units are cured under 25 to 28 inches vacuum pressure 
only, using a circulating hot air oven. Curved panels are dry air 
cured in an autoclave, under 25-28 inches vacuum and 30 psi 2 5 psi 
autoclave pressure for positive curved bond area cure contact, 
Apply vacuum to cure frame, check system for vacuum leaks* 
Repair and recheck if required. 
1. Place cure frame assembly into circulating hot air oven (or 
circulating hot air autoclave). 
2. Apply 25-28 inches vacuum (and 30 psi autoclave pressure), 
3. Set temperature controls for 350°F 2 lo°F at 45 minutes rise time, 
0 4. Cure for 75 minutes 2 15 minutes @ 350 F. 
5. Cooldown to room temperature under full vacuum (and 30 psi 
pressure if autoclave cure). 
6. Debag; remove bonded honeycomb-face sheet assembly. 
7. Visually check bond line at base of honeycomb cells, if blended 
100 percent, aside for following operations. 
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LOADING AND FILLING 
Honeycomb Matrix Preparation 
1. Mix 400 grams of 182-A resin with 40 grams of 182-B catalyst and 
dilute with 1600 grams of hexane. Mix thoroughly. 
2. Pour the mixture into a shallow pan large enough to accomotlate a 
2" x 24" x 48" honeycomb panel with the base sheet at taehed, 
3. Place the honeycomb (H.C.) panel in a pan with the base sheet side 
up. DO NOT SUBMERGE OVER THE BASE SHEET. 
4. Lift the panel up, support and allow the excess to run off for 
10-15 minutes. 
5. Place the panel on an absorbent material for several minutes. 
Reverse, and allow to air dry for 45-60 minutes. 
6. Return the mix to a sealed container for future use. 
Prepare Cure Form and Honeycomb Matrix 
1. Clean cure form by wiping with a clean cloth saturated with 
ethanol. Air dry. 
2. Spray a light coating of MS-122 release agent on the cure form 
cavity surfaces. Mask off flange areas to prevent contanrination, 
3. Secure the frame to the plate with clamps. 
4. Apply sealing putty at the lower edge of the frame and frame base, 
Press tightly into place. 
5 .  Manually spatula elastomer mix into partial cells around the outer 
edge of the honeycomb. 
6 .  Place edge-filled primed honeycomb-face sheet assembly into the 
cure frame with open cells facing up. 
7. Position the loading curtain over the honeycomb, with overhang 
extending over the frame edge. 
8. Place wood frame loading extension over the cure frame edges and 
clamp into plaee. 
Loading and Filling, 80/20 Microballoon-Elastomer Mix 
1. Divide total panel fill load of 80,420 mix into four ( 4 )  equlal 
parts. 
2. Distribute one-fourth of the mix load onto the loading curtain and 
disperse/debulk by chopping with a .03-inch thick metal strip, cu t  
to fit the width of the jig. 
3. Cover the mix layer with one ply of coarse fiberglass bleecier cloth, 
4. Place an aluminum cover plate on top of the fiberglass cloth. 
5 .  Withdraw the loading curtain and remove the wood extension frame, 
6. Seal the plastic vacuum bag to the flange edges of the cure form 
with a sealing putty, and apply 25/28 inches of vacuum to assembly-- 
forcing the elastomer mix into the honeycomb. Filling can be 
assisted by hand or light roller pressure on top surface of vacuum 
bag. 
7. Repeat steps No. 2 through 6 inclusive for three additional filling 
cycles. 
8. After the fourth filling cycle and vacuum application, chap and 
level the layer of elastomer mix not compressed into the honeycomb 
mtrix, using the .03-inch thick metal strip. 
9. Apply a single ply cover of coarse fiberglass bleeder to tlhe face 
of the elastomer mix - honeycomb assembly. Place cured rubber 
caul strips around the top outer edge of the cover plate t o  prevent 
vacuum bag bridging. 
10. Bag cure form - panel assembly for final filling, using 1/8-inch 
thick cured butyl vacuum bag sealed with a strip putty. Gheck 
assembly for vacuum leaks and place assembly into autoclave, 
11. Pressurize autoclave to 150 psi and hold at 150 psi for five (SO 
minutes with 25 to 28 inches vacuum on bagged assembly; then 
remove pressure. 
12. Remove panel - cure f o m  assembly from the autoclave; strip back 
vacuum bag, lift off cover plate and examine filled honeycomb 
surface. Level off any indicated high spots and fill any indented 
or low fill areas with excess material removed from high spots, 
13. Place fiberglass covered aluminum cover plate over panel assembly; 
replace and reseal l/8-incR thick cured butyl vacuum bag. Place 
clamped bars around outer edges of vacuum bag and check systm for 
vacuum leaks. 
load in^ and Filling, 67/33 Mieroballoon-Elastomer MSx 
1. Divide total panel fill load into three equal parts. 
2. Distribute one-third of panel mix onto loading curtain, level 
and debulk by hand leveling and chopping action using .03-inch 
thick metal strip. 
3 .  Cover mix layer with one ply of coarse fiberglass bleeder e lo th ,  
4. Place aluminum cover plate on top of fiberglass cloth. 
5. Withdraw loading curtain and remove wood extension frame, the 
leveled and lightly compacted layer of elastomer mix remaining 
on the top surface of the honeycomb. 
6 .  Apply hand pressure to elastomer mix, using a pressure block over 
entire surface, pressing mix into honeycomb. 
7 .  Repeat steps No. 2 through 6 inclusive for two additional filling 
operations. The third filling operation will not completely compress 
the elastomer mix into honeycomb; hand level and redistribute where 
necessary. 
8. Place one ply of fiberglass bleeder cloth over elastomer mix - panel 
assembly. 
9. Place aluminum cover plate on top of bleeder cloth. 
10. Place cured rubber caul strips around outer edges of aluminum 
cover plate. 
ll. Bag cure form - panel assembly for final filling, using li8-inch 
thick cured butyl vacuum bag sealed with strip putty. Gheiek 
assembly for vacuum leaks and place assembly into autoclavle, 
12. Pressurize autoclave to 150 psi and hold at 150 psi for five minutes 
with 25-28 inches vacuum on bagged assembly, then remove gsressure, 
13. Remove panel - cure form assembly from autoclave; strip back vacuum 
bag, lift off cover plate and fiberglass cover ply and exclmine 
filled honeycomb surface. Level off any indicated high spots and 
fill any indented or low fill areas with excess material removed 
from high spots. 
14. Cover surface of panel with one ply of .002 gauge release agent 
coated mylar film, then place the aluminum cover plate, pre-covered 
with a teflon coated glass bleeder cloth, over the mylar film, 
Loading and Filling, 67/33 Microballoon-Elastomer Mix (6ontld) 
15. Replace and reseal the l/8-inch thick cured butyl vacuum cure bag, 
Place clamp bars around edges of vacuum bag and check for vacuum 
Peaks. 
PANEL CURE 
Cure - 80/20 Microballoon - Elastomer Mix 
1. Place vacuum bagged cure form - panel assembly into circulating 
dry air cure autoclave. 
2. Pressurize autoclave to 50 psi and apply 25-28 inches vacuuln to 
bagged panel, check for vaccum leaks, remove and repair lealks if 
necessary, then repeat leak check. 
0 
3 .  Cure bagged panel assembly @ 250 F, 25-28 inches vacuum, 50 psi 
autoclave pressure for sixteen hours. 
4. Shutdown autoclave steam heat input. Blow down 50 psi pressure, 
and allow part to drift cooldown to room temperature under 25-28 
inches of vacuum at heat loss rate of autoclave, approximately 
30*~ /hr . 
5. Remove vacuum when part reaches room temperature; remove assembly 
from autoclave. 
6 .  Remove vacuum bag and cover plate from the part; trim and remove 
any existing edge flash. 
7 .  Remove the cured panel from the cure form. 
Cure - 67/33 Microballoon-Elastomer Mix 
1. Place vacuum bagged cure form - panel assembly into circulating 
dry air cure autoclave. 
2. Pressurize autoclave to 50 psi, 25-28 inches vacuum on bagged part, 
Check system for vacuum leaks, remove and repair if necessary, then 
repeat leak checks. 
3. Cure bagged panel assembly @ 180°~, 25 to 28 inches vacuum, 50 psi 
autoclave pressure for 24 hours. 
4. Shutdown autoclave steam heat input, blow down 50 psi pressure, 
and allow part to drift cooldownto room temperature under 25-28 
inches of vacuum at heat loss rate of autoclave, approximately 
30°F /hr . 
5. Remove vacuum when part reaches room temperature, remove assembly 
from autoclave. 
6. Remove vacuum bag, cover plate, and cover film from part, trim and 
remove any existing edge flash. 
7. Remove cured panel from cure form. 
DELIVERED PANEL DENSITlES 
20 Percent Resin, 
80 Percent Microballoon Mix 
2 ft. x 4 ft. by 2 inch flat panel 
2 ft. by 4 ft. by 2 inch curved panel 
67 Percent Resin, 
33 Percent Microballoon Mix 
2 ft. by 4 ft. by 2 inch flat panel 
2 ft. by 38 inch by 2 inch curved panel 
Program effort and results in panel fabrication, reproducibility, 
and final cost indicate improvement of panel fabrication, reproduci- 
bility, and cost would result from further investigation of the 
following areas: 
A. MATERIALS : 
1. Use of thixotropic additives for prevention of resin settling 
in the 67 percent resin, 33 percent Microballoon mix. 
2. Improved matrix or use of larger cell size honeycomb. 
3.  Evaluation of improved primer materials. 
4. Effect of moisture on material cure and cured material physical 
properties. 
B . PROCESSES : 
1. Optimum cure and post cure cycles. 
2. Optimum 20/80 mix batch size to minimize percentage of 
solvent required for mixing. 
3 .  Improved solvent reduction/removal from 20 percent resin, $0 
percent Microballoon batch after mixing. 
4 .  Repair techniques for large and small area repair. 
5. Protective surface coatings, for prevention of moisture 
pickup and handling damage. 
1. "0" ring or expendable rubber gasket seal vacuum loading and 
cure forms. 
2. Fabric reinforced elastomer bag presses for "half mold8' 
filling and curing operations using hydraulic or pneumatic 
bag pressure devices. Would accommodate multiple radius 
contoured shapes at minimum tooling costs. 
3. Automated filling, leveling, and compacting equipment. 
D. QUALITY CONTROL : 
1. Standardized molded briquet or proof panel tests for factory 
large volume batch mix qualification prior to use for panel 
product ion. 
2. Reliable low cost "Core Fill" inspection for cured parsela. 
QUALITY CONTROL 
The quality control effort during the development phase of 
this program was directed at estabishing inspection criteria for 
the various phases of fabrication. These criteria will be used in 
the design of the quality and inspection systems for future prod- 
uction contracts. This basically includes the following steps: 
1. Receiving inspection of all raw materials used in the fab- 
rication process. 
2. In-process inspection of fabrication and curing operations. 
3. Final visual inspection of the fabricated assembly. 
4. Inspect, using appropriate NDT method, for delaminations, 
voids and lack of bond. 
5. Inspect protective packaging, paperwork and packing prior 
to shipment. 
Several NDT methods are available to evaluate delaminations, 
voids and lack of bond. These are: radiographic, neutron radio- 
graphy, liquid crystal and laser holography. These methods would 
have to be studied and evaluated on the merits of their perfomance in 
determining the extent of the anomolies found versus the actual panel 
condition. 
FABRICATION AND PROJECTED FbBRECATION COSTS 
The f i n a l i z e d  processes  and process ing  c o s t s  used f o r  f a b r i c a t i o n  
t h e  r equ i r ed  f l a t  and curved con f igu ra t i on  a b l a t i o n  pane ls  a r e  
t a i l e d  i n  t h e  fo l lowing  c o s t  wr i te -up .  
F a b r i c a t i o n  t o o l i n g  f o r  t h e  f u l l  size panels  was designed f o r  
mul t i -purpose  use  i n  view of t h e  program requirement of one panel  
on ly  i n  each of two con f igu ra t i ons  and two e las tomer  mix d e n s i t i e s ,  
d Panel Tooling and Cost 
F l a t  loading and cu re  frame with 
bottom and cover  p l a t e s*  
Curved loading and cu re  frame with 
bottom and cover  p l a t e s , "  
Dip Tank 
Cost 
-
"Tooling a l s o  used f o r  honeycomb-face s k i n  bonding ope ra t i on .  
The fo l lowing  p ro j ec t ed  c o s t s  f o r  i nc reased  q u a n t i t i e s  of va r ious  
s i z e d  a b l a t i o n  panels  a r e  based on  f a b r i c a t i o n  processes  developed 
f o r  t h i s  program. They i n c l u d e  redrlced c o s t s  i n  a r e a s  of  i rnprov~~d 
p roces se s ,  t o o l i n g ,  and t o o l i n g  u t i l i z a t i o n  made p o s s i b l e  by increased  
product ion  q u a n t i t i e s .  
MATERIAL COSTS 
2 FT. BY 4 FT. BY 2 INCH 
PRODUCTION ABLATIVE PANELS 
1. Elastomeric 20 percent, Microballoons 80 percent 
(a) Flat panel - 2' x 4' x 2'' 
l MRB - 3/8 - GFl2 x 2.6 Hexcel honeycomb. Flat 
2 4 8 h  4-48" x X2.OO" 
2 )  181 Fiberglass - EC20l phenolic resin 
prepreg x 50" wide x 48" long. 36% Resin 
solids. 
3 )  Microballoons, Union Carbide Company 
No. BJO-0930 x 17.6 lbs. 
4) Silicone resin, Dow Corning Sylgard 
182 x 0.40 Pbs. 
5) Silicone resin catalyst, Dow Corning 
Sylgard 182 x 0.04 lbs. 
6 )  Solvent, hamfie, six gallons 
7 )  Adhesive film, plastilock No. 729, 2 9  4'. 
8) Miscellaneous, Tedlar release film, bleeder 
cloth, sealing putty, release agent, etc. 
(b) Curved Panel - 2" x 8  x 2Ip 
1) HRP - 3 / 8  - GF12 x 2.6 Nexcel honeycomb, 
24" width curved to 24" outer surface radius 
x 48" bng x 2.00" thick. 
2) 181 Fiberglass - E620l phenolic resin, prepseg 
x 50" wwie x 48" long, 36% Resin solids. 
3) Microballoons, Union Carbide Company 
No, BJO-0930 x 17.6 lbs. 
*lo% Natural Waste added. 
- 84- 
(b) Curved Panel-2' x 4' x 2" (Cont'dd) 
4) Silicone Resin, Dow Corning Sylgard 
182 x 0.40 lbs. 
5) Silicone Resin Catalyst, Dow Corning 
Sylgard 182 x 0.04 lbs. 
6) Solvent, hexane, six gallons 
7) Adhesive film, plastilock No. 729, 2' x 4', 
8) Miscellaneous, Tedlar release film, bleeder, 
cloth, sealing putty, release agent, etc. 
2. Elastomer 67, percent, Microballoons 33 percent 
(a) Flat panel - 2' x 4' x 2" 
I) HRP - 3/8 - GF12 x 2.6 Hexcel honeycomb 
flat, 24'" 48" x 2". 
2) 181 Fiberglass - EC201 phenolic, etc. 
3 )  Microballoons, Union Carbide Company 
No. BJO-0930 x 12.76 lbs. 
4) Silicone resin, Dow Corning Sylgard 
182 x 23.6 Ibs. 
5) Silicone resin catalyst, Dow Corning Sylgard 
182 x 2.36 Ibs. 
6 )  Adhesive film, plastilock No. 729, 2" 4'. 
7) Mfscellaneous, Tedlar release film, bleeder 
cloth, sealing putty, release agent, etc. 
(b) Curved Panel - 2' x 4' x 2" 
1) NRP - 3/8 - GF12 x 2.6 Hexcel honeycomb, 
curved, 2' x 4' x 2" . 
2) l8l Fiberglass - EC20l phenolic resin, prepreg 
x SO" wide x 48" long. 36% Resin solids. 
3) Microballoons, Union Carbide Company 
No. BJO-0930 x 17.6 lbs. 
*lo% Natural Waste added. 
- 85- 
I T E M  COSTS* 
(b) Curved Panel - 2' x 4' x 2" (Cont'd) 
4 )  Silicone Resin, Dow Corning Sylgard 
182 x 23.6 lbs. 
5) Silicone Resin Catalyst, Dow Corning 
Sylgard 182 x 2.36 lbs. 
6) Adhesive film, Plastilock No. 729, 2 9  4 ' .  
7 )  Miscellaneous, Tedlar release film, bleeder 
cloth, sealing putty, release agent, etc. 
*lo% Natural Waste added. 
FABRICATION HOURS PER COMPLETED PANEL 
80 PERCENT MICROBALLOON - 20 PERCENT ELASTOMER MIX 
PANEL SIZE: 2 FT. BY 4 FT. BY 2.0 INCHES, FLAT PANEL 
1. Material Preparation 
Resin-Microballoon mixing 
Drying 
Storage 
2. Face Skin Preparation and Cure I  
I 
Layup two plies 
Bag and Cure 
Trim 
1 3 .  Honeycomb Preparation and Face Skin Bonding I I 
Skin and Plastilock prewration 
Bag and Cure 
Strip Bag and Remove Part and Visual Inspect Bond 
1 4 .  Resin Mix Fil line and Compacting 
Setup Cure Form 
Load, Level, Bag and Compact 
Final Fill - Autoclave 
1 5. Bag and Cure - Autoclave 
Assemble Top Plate and Bag 
Cure 
Remove From Cure 
Repair Edges 
Visual and Dimensional Inspection and Density Check 
6. Drilling 1 
I 
Layout and Core drill six 11/16 dia. holes. . 1 3.0 1 
7. Furnish Six 11/16 DLaeter Core Pluns. I 3.0 I 
I I 
8. Package 1 1.0 ; 
I 
9. Engineering Follow-up 1 16.0 , 
I I 
LO. Technician Follow-up 1 24.0 
I 
FABRICATION HOURS PER COMPLETED PANEL 
80 PERCENT MICROBALLOON - 20 PERCENT ELASTOMER MIX 
PANEL SIZE: 2 FT. BY 4 FT. BY 2.0 INCHES, CURVED PANEL 
I 1. Material Preparation i 
Resin - Microballoon mixing 
Drying 
Storage 
2. Face Skin Preparation and Cure 
Layup Two plies 
Bag and cure 
Trim 
3. Honeycomb Preparation and Face Skin Bonding 
Skin and Blastilock preparation 
Bag and cure 
Strip bag and remove part, and visual inspect bond. 
4 .  Resin Mix Filling and Compacting 
Setup cure form 
Load, level, bag and compact 
Final fill - autoclave 
5. Ban and Cure - Autoclave 
Assemble top plate and bag 
Cure 
Remove from cure 
Repair edges 
Visual and dimensional inspection and Density check 
1 6 .  Drilling I 
1 Layout and core drill six 11/16 dia. holes; 
7 .  Furnish Six  11/16 Diameter Core Plugs 
1 8. Package I 1 , O  1 
I I 1 9. Engineering Follow-up 1 16,O 1 I 
10. Technician Follow-up I - 
FABRICATION HOURS PER COMPLETED PANEL 
33 PERCENT MICROBALLOON - 67 PERCENT ELASTOMER MIX 
PANEL SIZE: 2 FT. BY 4 FT. BY 2.0 INCHES, FLAT PANEL 
1. Material Preparation 
Resin - Microballoon mixing 
Drying 
Storage 
1 2. Face Skin Preparation and Cure I 
Layup two plies 
Bag and Cure 
Trim 
/ 3.  Honevcomb Preparation and Face Skin Bonding 
Skin and Plastilock preparation 
Bag and Cure 
Strip bag and remove part, and visual inspect bond. 
4 .  Resin Mix Filling and Compacting 
Setup cure form 
Load, level, bag and compact 
Final fill - autoclave 
1 5. Bag and Cure - Autoclave I 1 
Assemble top plate and bag 
Cure 
Remove from cure 
Repair edges 
Visual and dimensional inspection and Density check 
1 6. Drilling i 
I I 
Layout and core drill six 11/16 dia. holes. 3.0 j 
I 1 7. Furnish Six 11/16 Diameter Core Pluns 3.0 1 
1 
I 9. Ennineering Follow-up I 16,O I 
10. Technician Follow-up 
FABRICATION HOURS PER COMPLETED PANEL 
33 PERCENT MICROBALLOON - 67 PERCENT ELASTOMER MIX 
PANEL SIZE: 2 FT. BY 4 FT. BY 2.0 INCHES, CURVED PANEL 
HOURS 
1 1. Material Preparation I 
Resin - Microballoon mixing 
Drying 
Storage 
2. Face Skin Preparation and Cure 
Layup two plies 
Bag and cure 
Trim 
/ 3. Honevcomb Preparation and Face Skin Bonding 
I I I 
Skin and PPastilock preparation 
Bag and cure 
Strip bag and remove part, and visual inspect bond 
/ 4. Resin Mix Filling and Compacting 
1 
Setup cure form 
Load* level, bag and compact 
Final fill - autoclave 
5. Bag and Cure - Autoclave 
Assemble top plate and bag 
Cure 
Remove from cure 
Repair edges 
Visual and dimensional inspection and Density check 
6. Drilling 
Layout and core drill six 11/16 dia. holes. 
i 7 .  Furnish Six 11/16 Diameter Core Plugs 
8. Package 1 1,O 
1 9. Engineering Follow-up I 1 16,O I I 10. Technician Follow-up 
FABRICATION COSTS PER COMPLETED PANEL 
A. 20 Pe rcen t  Elastomer,  
80 Pe rcen t  Microbal loons 
B. 67 Pe rcen t  Elastomer,  
33 Percen t  Microbal loons 
I 
PRODUCTION QUANTITY EFFECT 
PROJECTED FABRICATION COST PER PANEL 
A ,  $0 Pe rcen t  Microba l loons ,  
20 Pe rcen t  Elas tomer  
2 f t .  by 4 ft, x 2.0 inch pane l s  
1. F l a t  Pane l  
2. Curved Panel 
B. 33 Pe rcen t  Microbal loons 
67 Pe rcen t  Elas tomer  
2 f t .  by 4 f t .  by 2 .0  i nches  
1. F l a t  Pane l  
2 .  Curved Panel  
COST PE 
110 PANELS 
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SIZE VARIATION EFFECT 
PROJECTED FABRICATION COST PER PANEL 
20 Percent  Elastomer, 
80 Percent  Microballoons 
B .  67 Percent  Elastomer, 
33 Percent  Microbal loons 
1. F l a t  Panel  
(a) 
(b) 
CONFIGURATION EFFECT 
PROJECTED COST PER PANEL 
2 FT. BY 4 FT. BY 2.0 INCH DOUBLE CURVATURE PANELS 
67 Percent  Elastomer, 
3 3  Percent  Mierobal loons 
SUMMARY COST TABLE 
UNIT SELLING PRICES (EXCLUDING FEE) 
" X 4 '  x 2 " C u r v e d  
4' x 6" 2" Flat 
24' x 4' x 2'' D o u b l e -  
C u r v a t u r e  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
ABLATION PANEL AND PLUG PRODUCTION 
Panel and plug production for deliverable items required by 
program contract was approached in accordance with guide line 
processes and techniques established in the sub-scale panel develop- 
ment phase of the program. 
Work on the lower density elastomer mix ablation material 
received major attention from the start of the program since it 
was reasoned that this material would present more difficult mixing 
and fabrication technique development. 
Initial production panel effort was hampered by non-reporduci- 
bility of scaled-up factory mixes of 20/80 mix ablator. Cure 
inconsistancies occurred at previously established cure pressure and 
temperature-time cycles. 
Factory batch mix No. 1, a scaled-up 50 gallon material  mi:^, 
was found to have poor ablator material adhesion in the initial sub- 
scale proof panel cured for the batch mix evaluation. This condition 
was verified in a second sub-scale panel under controlled conditions 
and the batch mix was discarded. 
Factory batch mix No. 2, a scaled-up 50 gallon material  mi:^, with 
revised mixing procedures was then processed and a sub-scale proof 
panel fabricated and cured. The sub-scale proof panel indicate49 
improved ablator material cure and adhesion properties and a 2" 
4' x 2.0 inch panel was then fabricated from the batch mix. This 
full size production panel autoclave cured sixteen hours at 250'~, 
indicated a marked lack of cure and extremely poor Microballoon-resin 
adhesion. An additional cure of twelve hours at 2 5 0 ~ ~  in a circulating 
dry air oven did not change the ablator material cure condition and 
the panel was scrapped. 
A cure test using the elastomer-catalyst combination only resulted 
in a satisfactory cure, as did a cure test using non-primed Microballoon- 
catalyzed resin mix. With this evidence that the primer was apparently 
reacting as a cure and cure adhesion inhibitor, a sub-scale 12" x %12'q 
x 2.0 inch test panel was produced deleting the primer on both the 
Microballoons and the honeycomb matrix. The honeycomb matrix was 
prepared by priming with a solvent extended resin-cure agent  mi;^ and 
air dried prior to panel fabrication. The cure and adhesion test 
results on this sub-scale proof panel were good and factory mix 
No. 3 was prepared for production of the deliverable 20/80 composi- 
tion hardware. 
The 20/80 composition 2 ft x 4 ft x 2.0 inch flat panel was 
processed without problems, resulting in an acceptable cure panel 
meeting specification density. The 2 ft x 4 ft x 2.0 inch 20/80 
composition curved panel was then fabricated and processed. This 
panel, about 2 hours into autoclave cure, developed a vacuum seal 
leak. 
The cure was stopped, autoclave opened and the bagged part was 
found to have a damaged bag and a localized burn area on one edge, 
located 10 inches in from the end of the panel. The damaged panel 
area, three inches long by two and one-half inches wide, was cut out 
down to the face sheet and a new section of honeycomb matrix bonded 
in place. The replaced honeycomb was filled with the calculated density 
volume of Microballoon resin mix, the panel re-bagged and cured sixteen 
hours at 2 5 0 ~ ~  under 25-28" vacuum and 50 psi autoclave pressure. The 
panel and repair area cure looked good; some edge repairs were required, 
The twelve cylindrical 20/80 composition plugs required for the t w o  
panels were rough cored and final machined from the No. 3 factory mix 
batch sub-scale proof panel. 
The scaled up high density, 67 percent resin-33 percent Microballoon 
mix, was processed in a 50 gallon Ross Mixer and refrigerated at 40'~ in 
sealed ply bags until required for panel fabrication. 
The proof panel for this factory batch mix exhibited good eure and 
appearance. The 67/33 composition 2 ft x 4 ft x 2.0 inch flat panel 
was then fabricated and processed through final cure. A faulty stem 
controller on the cure autoclave extended the 180'~ cure time on this 
panel, resulting in panel warpage after cure. 
This panel also required some minor surface repair. 
The 67/33 composition 2 ft x 4 ft x 2.0 inch curved panel was then 
fabricated and processed through final cure. 
0 
After 16 hours 2 180 F autoclave dry air cure it was noted that 
the elastomer top surface felt tacky and undercured. 
The panel was then post-cured for 16 hours @ 2 5 0 ~ ~  in a circulating 
dry air oven. The post-cured panel exhibited a satisfactory 
degree of cure and required some top surface and edge repair. 
Panel top surface repairs, for each of the two density 
elastomer mixes, were required to replace small local areas of 
uncured elastomer mix. This condition, not noticed to any degree 
in sub-scale panel production, has not been satisfactorily explained 
by material or process analysis. 
Some edge areas required repair due to elastomer mix adhesion 
to the release agent coated cure form surface; this could be 
eliminated by a teflon coating on form panel contact surfaces in 
the "net size" panel molding approach. 
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Am 
XI, There s h a l l  be no change i n  s per iod  o f  performance as a 
result of t h i s  change. 
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18.  t(cUS DIE3*f uwes O M V  7 0  
It) @ fhlr Supl((areWl *gremmn) as @*brad mlc pvrruont !a &,we# 
I ,  Part  I I I ,  Period and Place o f  Performance, paragraph A ,  i s  changed to 
read as fo l lows: 
""A The per iod o f  performance sha l l  be seven (7) months f ron~ t h e  
date o f  t h i s  contract ,  i nc lus ive  of the submission o f  tlls 
f i n a l  report.' ' 
I%. Part  IV, , subparagraph 6.8, the l a s t  sentence i s  chanbid to seed: 
""Te Contractor sha l l  submit the required approval copies'ob t h e  
f i n a l  repor t  f i v e  (5) months from the date o f  the c o n t r a ~ t . ' ~  
NAS 1-9944 
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BII. Part VI, raph A ,  i tem 1 ,  
i s  chang months" "I l i e u  
ofib14* mnths 
IV. There s.Aall be no change i n  thel.estimated cost o r  f i x e d  fee as a 
result o f  th is  modification. 
ec: Oliver Hirist, 
I ,  P & v ~  XI, grrrgr8ph A i s  changed to  read as Q s l . l w :  
""A, Tha period of performnee shall be eight and one-half (a#) 
m t h s  f r ~  the date of th is  contract, inclusive of the suhi ro ic i )~ 
a f  the ftnal report.i1 
(i 
XI. Part I W ,  , subparagraph C.8, tbp last  sentence is changed t . ~  ra~ld: 
88Cm,8, The Contractor shall submit the required approval copies 
of the f inal report s ix  and one-half (6f) m t h s  from the date 
of thr, tontrstm8@ . 
I I f .  Q~rt VI, subparagraph A, tted'm D
is chsng t'-to seven (7) nsonths 
i n  l ieu sf f ive 'and one-half (5+) months. 
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Wificaticebn Nmber 3 . 
I V .  ~h.r;  $hail be no change i n  the estimated curt or f i red fee as a 
result of this mdificstion. ' .  
